
STOELZLE PHARMA – HEALTH & SAFET Y

BOT TLES THAT 
DO GOOD
JOIN THE HEALTH DRINKS

REVOLUTION!

YOUR SUSTAINABLE PACK AGING PARTNER

BRING YOUR 
HEALTH DRINKS 

TO LIFE WITH 
STOELZLE

SUSTAINABLE AND 
ECO-FRIENDLY HEALTH 

DRINK BOT TLES

With a sustainable approach to our 
craft, we create health drink bottles that 

not only look good, but do good too.

• Sustainable health drink bottles 
that stand out from the crowd

• Syrup bottles in various sizes 
from 30 ml – 1,000 ml



FIND YOUR PERFECT BOT TLE

PRODUCT TABLE

CHOOSE YOUR IDEAL CLOSURE
Stoelzle offers a range of screw caps to fit our health drink bottles.  
We have an assortment of colours and materials to choose from, 

including: metal tamper evident caps, pre-rolled caps and non pre-rolled 
screw caps; whatever your preference, we have the right closure for you. 

APPLIES TO ALL BOT TLES:  Shape =  / Colour =  / Glass type = Type 3 / Neck finish = PP 28 S

*ALSO AVAILABLE WITH FILL ING MARK AT:  50 mm* | 60 mm* | 70 mm* | 100 mm**

MIX‘N 

MATCH

CREATE YOUR OWN UNIQUE PRODUCT

DECORATION

DECORATION TECHNIQUES

SPRAYING

Using the latest in spray 
technology, we can 

apply any colour with 
finishes from glossy 

to satin or opaque to 
transparent. If you dare 
to get a little wild, your 

bottles can even be 
decorated with unique 

special effects.

PRINTING

For more intricate design styles, 
we can use single or multi 

coloured screen printing so that 
your decorations are applied 
with absolute precision. We 

don’t stop there – a variety of 
colour systems can be used 

such as: organic inks, UV inks, 
enamel or recycled ink from 

rubber waste.

FROSTING

If you’re looking for a 
matt surface, then frosting 

may be the choice for 
you. Classic frosted glass 
looks incredible as is, but 
for a little extra wow, we 
can use screen printing 
or hot stamping to give 
your frosted glass that 
little something extra.
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Art.No. 74568 72434 72434* 72434** 72434 69122 72434 69097 72000

Volume 
(ml/oz)

30/1 60/2 100/3.4 125/4.2 150/5 200/6.76 250/8.5 500/17 1,000/34

Brimful 
(ml)

35 67.5 108 133 158 213 263 520 1065

Weight 
(g)

47 60 72 88 98 120 148 240 605

Height 
(mm)

70.5 94 104.8 114.4 122.8 133.3 142.9 176.8 225.1

Size/Ø 
(mm)

34.2 38.6 46.1 49 51.6 57 61.7 76.8 96.5
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CUSTOMISED PRODUCTS

The boom in the health drinks 
sector brings with it competition – 
make sure your brand takes centre 
stage. Here at Stoelzle, we can 
show you the way when it comes to 
producing packaging that makes 
an impact. Our in-house decoration 

sites are leaders in the field of 
decoration. With over 20 different 
decoration methods available, 
we stop at nothing to deliver your 
perfect piece. Stoelzle guarantees 
precise results from the drawing to 
the actual decorated samples. 


